
Organic Corn
ILLUSTRATIVE CASE STUDY

Managing Price Risk in Untraded Markets

EXECUTION PERIOD December 2020

REFERENCE INDEX Jacobsen Midwest
Organic Corn

QUANTITY 1 M bushels per month

COVERAGE PERIOD 2021
(Jan - Dec 2021)

PROTECTION TYPE Call Spread

PROTECTION RANGE $9.25-10 per bushel

PROTECTION PREMIUM $0.10 per bushel

Business Background
Dwaine is the VP of Procurement for Bottomless Bites, a snack manufacturing company that services both retail outlets and
foodservice chains. In recent years consumers have been demanding more health conscious snacks which has driven
Bottomless Bites to reconfigure their corn chip recipe to utilize organic corn.

Dwaine and his team have historically used CBOT corn futures and options to manage their risks of corn prices going up, but
after initial due diligence corn futures bear a weak correlation of <0.70 to organic corn pricing, indicating this isn’t a reliable
hedge for his business going forward. Dwaine connected with Stable to learn more about hedging tools that address these
organics markets directly, instead of depending on a potentially risky cross-hedge.

Stable Solution
Organic corn prices were at 10 year lows near $6.50 per bushel to close 2020. This was great for Bottomless Bites, but not
being able to use traditional corn futures to manage this price risk had them uneasy. With all the volatility and uncertainty of
prices going into 2021 the team thought it would be wise to secure lower cost upside protection in the unlikely event that
organic corn prices were to rally back to extreme levels of ~$10 per bushel seen in 2015. This way they could float with the
market, but were insured if the price reached painful levels for their business.

Dwaine and team entered into a full year 2021 call spread with Stable to protect against prices rising from $9.25 to $10 for a
$0.10 per bushel premium. The strategy only had three payout scenarios which were determined by the simple average
settlement prices of organic corn through the coverage period:

Organic Corn Settlement Price Stable Strategy Payout

1) Settlement Price < $9.25 Strike Level There is no payout on this strategy

2) $9.25 Strike Level < Settlement Price < $10 Limit Level (Settlement Price - $9.25) x Quantity Hedged

3) Settlement Price > $10 Limit Level ($10 - $9.25) x Quantity Hedged

To match his hedge strategy settlement with his company’s budgeting process Dwaine opted for his Stable policy to settle and
payout each month of 2021 rather than a slightly less expensive quarterly or annual settlement.
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Coverage Outcome
A combination of a historically dry crop year and record large US crop
exports pressured organic corn prices higher as 2021 progressed, finishing
the year up almost 40%.

For 1H 2022 Dwaine and Bottomless Bites were able to benefit from the
lower organic corn market prices, simply forgoing their prearranged
premium of $0.10 per bushel. Through 2H 2022 markets continued to
surge but Stable’s call spread sheltered Bottomless Bites from paying any
more than $9.35 a bushel ($9.25 strike + $0.10 premium), resulting in
more than $500k in savings for Q4 alone. At the time of execution
Dwaine’s Stable strategy was intended to be an economical, tail risk
insurance policy, but to close out the year it served as a vital tool to
mitigate the significant price increase of their key ingredient.

It's nearly impossible to prepare for every scenario that volatile
commodity markets may bring, but we can prepare for what we can’t
afford to happen to our business. With Stable’s customizable hedging
tools you can operate under your ‘base case,’ and be protected when the

market becomes your ‘worst case.‘ It's a Volatile World. Get Stable.

Why
Stable?

Legal Notice
This communication is for information purposes only and is not intended to be viewed as independent investment research. It is not an
invitation to buy or sell any of the products/services referred to in the document and is not a personal recommendation or advice on
investments, taxation or on any other matter.

This communication has been prepared by Stable USA Inc. It is not intended for distribution to or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction
or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation. The investment products/services of StableUSA Inc. are
only available to professional clients, eligible contract participants, and other eligible counterparties, as defined by local regulation. They are
not available to retail clients. We believe the information in the document is based on reliable sources, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed.
The views expressed are the views of Stable USA Inc. at the time of publication and may change.

Where this document contains “forward-looking” information, including estimates,projections and subjective judgment and analysis, no
representation is made as to their accuracy or that these projections will be realised. Stable USA Inc. is not liable for any losses relating to the
accuracy, completeness or use of information in this communication,including any consequential loss.

Where comparisons are made to an index, this is for information only. Past performance does not predict future results. Where investments are
exposed to currencies other than their base currency, they may be subject to foreign exchange rate fluctuations.
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